The usual strategy for deducing the π-π * electronic energy (or optical bandgap) in a molecule with an "infinite" number of conjugated double bonds consists in fitting a function with some adjustable parameters to the relevant data for a set of homologous molecules with increasing number of repeat units (N), and assuming that, after its parameters have been optimized according to the least-squares criterion, the function can be extended indefinitely, and its output will coincide with, or come close to, the correct limit. Since more than ten homologues are seldom available, one might wonder whether extrapolation to the infinite-mer upon such slender basis is an instance of sound inductive reasoning or a mere leap of faith. The present article argues that the shape of the fitting function is an equally important criterion, and points out that the expressions proposed by Hirayama and by Meier and coworkers are flat functions of 1/N, and that such functions are incongruent with the currently available evidence. Formulas derived by Davydov and by W. Kuhn are shown to be special cases of a new equation that outperforms both.
Introduction
Few topics have exerted a greater influence, or commanded a more enduring interest, than the correlation between the length of a conjugated molecule and its electronic properties. The initial interest, ignited by the urge to puzzle out the relation between chemical constitution and colour [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , is sustained at present by the drive to fabricate molecular wires and other tailormade components for nanodevices [8, 9] , and by the necessity to interpret the performance of conjugated polymers-systems that are illdefined and polydisperse-in terms of the behaviour of well-characterized long oligomers.
A plethora of formulas have been proposed in an effort to relate λ N (a suitably chosen wavelength in the most prominent absorption band of a conjugated oligomer) to N, the number of repeat units [1-7, 10, 11] , and three excellent reviews-two [12, 13] dealing with general issues and the third [14] with numerical detailshave appeared during the last decade. The authors of these contributions have focussed primarily on comparing experimental observations with the predictions of various formulas in their "raw" forms, not allowing themselves to be distracted by (or benefit from) the fact that, more often than not, an algebraic formula can be manipulated so as to bring one or an-other of its features into prominence. As a result, expressions which are closely related have been treated as dissimilar rivals, like has been compared with unlike, the role of constraints, whether purposely enforced or inadvertently incorporated, has been overlooked, and equations which should have long been discarded, or never adopted in the first place, have continued to enjoy undeserved popularity.
This paper adopts a Procrustean approach by seeking to impose structural isomorphism on several formulas that have heretofore been regarded as bearing no particular relation to one another; it asks not how different the rival expressions are, but how closely they could be made to resemble one another, and how this imposed uniformity could be made to yield better results and provide, at the same time, a deeper understanding of the fitting formulas themselves.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with some comments (on the choice of the wavelength used for specifying the "colour" of a conjugated molecule), which is followed by an explanation of the symbols that appear frequently in the following sections. Two three-parameter equations, both having the same form, are presented at the beginning of Section 3, and it is shown that four of the many special cases and subcases of these equations coincide with the formulas proposed by Hirayama [6] , by Meier and coauthors [11, 12, 15, 16] , by Davydov [2] and by Werner Kuhn [3] . Section 4 will examine the equation of Hans Kuhn [4] , as well as its extensions [10, 17] , and reasons will be given as to why the free electron model on which these equations are based should be regarded as an unviable option; two particular favourites, posited on the assumption that the transition energy bears a linear or quadratic relation with Z = N −1 , will also be mentioned in § 3.2, but only very briefly, because Meier and coworkers (hereafter abbreviated as M&Co) and other authors [13, 18] have shown that these fits cannot hold over a large range of N.
In what follows, I will shorten the names 
Symbols and notation
The treatments published during the period 1948-52 were critically reviewed in 1955 by N&W [19] , who stressed that it was not legitimate, as had been done by earlier authors, to compare theoretical predictions with data pertaining to a series consisting of simple examples among the shorter polyenes but highly alkylated examples of longer polyenes, a procedure which allowed "a considerable amount of freedom in the selection of experimental values to suit a given theoretical expression". In order to subject the formulas derived by WK, HK and Dewar to a rigorous test, N&W synthesized a series of dimethyl polyenes with the general formula CH 3 -[CH=CH] N -CH 3 , with N = 3-10 and 12, whose absorption spectra (in hexane and chloroform) revealed a well-resolved vibrational progression. They departed from HK and Dewar, who had picked λ [N] max (the wavelength corresponding to the peak absorbance) as the quantity of prime importance, and chose to work with λ [ 
00]
N (the wavelength representing the first peak in the progression, justifying their choice in the following words: "This [the 0-0 peak] has the practical advantage of being the sharpest and most easily distinguished, and the theoretical advantage that it must represent the zero-zero transition as regards the main vibrational processes in the newly excited molecule and therefore measures directly the energy difference in question". The use of λ [N] max is more practical when one is working with molecules whose spectra are devoid of vibrational structure, provided that one is certain that the longest wavelength band arises from a single electronic transition.
Except when confusion is likely to arise or when the contrary is stated, I will use the simpler symbol λ N instead of λ
. Since it will be crucial to distinguish the measured value λ N from the corresponding predicted value, the symbol λ N will be used for the latter quantity. At present, no more justification is needed for this fastidiousness than pointing out that, if different symbols are not used for the two wavelengths, it will not be possible to define the difference between the two as δ N ≡ λ N − λ N , and the squared sum of errors as
The author begs leave to assure the reader that there is more to his insistence on a crisp notation than mere pedantry, that its neglect amounts to ignoring the difference between a constrained and an unconstrained fit, to comparing (unwittingly or surreptitiously) oranges with apples. In the formulas given below, X will invariably stand for the parameter whose optimized value is to be interpreted as the best estimate for λ N provided by a given fitting function, and Y ≡ X −1 will represent the corresponding estimate for the limiting energy; wavelengths will always be measured in nm, but the units for energy E = C 0 /λ will be either cm −1 (C 0 = 10 7 ) or eV (C 0 = 10 4 /8.0655). The predicted value for the energy will be denoted by E N ; the measured value, by E N ; since the symbol ∆ will be retained when energy is used instead of wavelength, the unit for ∆ will not be explicitly indicated.
New equations for old
We will be interested, for the most part, in fitting functions that can be expressed as
or as
where K and k (and A and a) are adjustable parameters, and q is restricted to one of two values (1 or   1 2 ).
The functions Ξ (exponential kernel) and Θ (trigonometric kernel) are defined below:
A concrete versions of eq 2 will be called X3pU or X3pH according as q = 1 or q = 1 2 ; likewise, the two concrete versions of eq 3 will be called T3pU and T3pH. The first character identifies the kernel (X for exponential, T for trigonometric), the last character identifies the value of q (unity or half), and the middle two specify the number of free parameters.
If one sets Ξ = exp(−kN) and q = 1 2 in eq 2, it becomes equivalent to the relation
proposed by Hirayama [6] , who used a different notation.
Let us pause to observe that eqs 2 and 3 can each be reduced to a two-parameter equation by the imposition of a constraint; in labeling the reduced version of a three-parameter equation, the numerical character will be changed from 3 to 2. The process of reduction will be illustrated by considering a special case (q = 1) of eq 2, namely the equation
Setting N = s in eq 7, where s is a suitably chosen constant, and solving for K, one gets
If we impose the demand λ s = λ s , introduce a new symbol K s through the relation
and replace K by K s e ks on the right-hand side of eq 7 (X3pU), we arrive at X2pU, the twoparameter variant of X3pU,
which can also be expressed as
Equation 11 subsumes the equation proposed by Meier and coauthors (M&Co), who confined themselves to the special case s = 1; they did not use different symbols for the measured and calculated wavelengths, and overlooked, or failed to point out, that their equation was a three-parameter equation in disguise. M&Co demonstrated that their equation provided excellent fits to many data sets [11, 12, 15, 16] . Now, M&Co, who proposed eq 11 (with s = 1), also recommended, as an independent recipe for computing the energy, the relation
which will henceforth be called Meier's equation for energy (MfE). Evidently, MfE and the equation (cf. eqs 10 and 11)
cannot both provide equally good fits to the same data set. When the two equations, MfE and eq 13a, which are an algebraically incongruent pair, are applied to the same spectral data, one must find that the relations E ∞ = C 0 /λ ∞ and ǫ = k are not obeyed; M&Co did perform such a comparison [11, 15] , but did not comment on the discrepancies. So far as the experience of the present author goes, eq 13 provides a closer fit than MfE, which means that the latter should be discarded. Of the two concrete versions of eq 2, X3pH is not new, but each equation with the trigonometric kernel (T3pU/H) is new, and so are their two-parameter versions.
Two fitting formulas from the past (both using two parameters) will now be recalled and stated, in keeping with the general theme of this article, in a single relation,
If we put q = 1 2 in eq 14, we recover W. Kuhn's formula [3] , whereas the other option (q = 1) gives Davydov's formula [2] for the polyphenyls, which was derived by using a simplified quantum mechanical description analogous to that used by W. Kuhn. It is easily verified that eq 3 reduces to eq 14 when one sets a = A, and uses the relation X(1 − A) q = W, which follows from eq 14.
The reader's attention should also be directed to yet another earlier relation based on a trigonometric function, even though it could not be coerced into adopting the form of eq 3. Using a quantum chemical approach, Huzinaga and Hasino [7] arrived at a two-parameter formula (to be called H&H) that can be stated as follows:
where N π is the number of π electrons. It is shown in Appendix B that DavY, H&H and WeKu can each be reduced, through the imposition of a constraint, to a one-parameter version. Appendix D compares the performance of WeKu and H&H.
FEMO model
Using the free electron molecular orbital (FEMO) approach, HK [4] deduced a oneparameter relation (HaKu), (16) where h is Planck's constant, m is the electronic mass, L is the length of the conjugated chain (the distance between the points where where the potential can be assumed to be infinite, which HK took to be one bond distance to either side of the terminal C-atoms of the conjugated chain system), and Y has the same meaning as in earlier expressions.
HaKu has been extended by turning it into a three-parameter relation of the form shown below [10] :
We note for later purposes that, upon expressing the right-hand side of eq 17 as a series in 1/N π and substituting N π = 2N = = pN, one gets, after setting (18) the result shown below:
It is noteworthy that the parameter l appears only in the second-order term, which means that, even if its introduction improves the fit at small values of N, it plays no role in determining the limiting value E ∞ . Further analysis of Eqs. 16-19 has been consigned to Appendices D and E.
"EeZy" and "LaZy" plots
A common device to display the approach to saturation is to plot λ N (or E N ) against N. Despite their simplicity and directness, such plots cannot easily communicate differences in the large-N behaviour of the predicted curves; however, this disadvantage can be easily overcome by using Z ≡ N −1 as the abscissa. Since an E versus Z plot is frequently used as an easy means of estimating the limiting energy E ∞ (see below), it seems appropriate to designate such a representation as an "EeZy plot". However, there being no compelling theoretical argument against using the wavelength for the same purpose, it is convenient to coin the term "LaZy plot" for a graph showing the variation of λ with Z; it need hardly be added that the new words are to be pronounced like "easy" and "lazy".
One reason for the popularity of EeZy plots is the widespread opinion that the large-N behaviour of E N may be satisfactorily described by the equation
which will be called PN2p (polynomial with two parameters) or the linear relation. Various modifications of the linear relation, including that shown below,
have also been used for fitting spectral data. Equation 21 will be called PN3p. It is not hard to fathom why the practice of representing E N as a polynomial (of first or second degree) in N −1 was adopted in the days when nonlinear regression analysis was beyond the reach of most workers, but its continuing allure in the face of incontrovertible evidence defies understanding.
Asymptotic behaviour
As previous works have paid scant attention to the large-N behaviour of fitting functions (other than those based on polynomials in Z), it is necessary to fill this gap here.
To understand the large-N behaviour of curves generated by functions with exponential kernels, it is helpful to recall the definition of a flat function. 1 The four functions which use an exponential kernel, being flat functions, appear (on the scale of ordinary plots, such as those shown here) to become parallel to the horizontal axis well before meeting the vertical axis. In contrast, the large-N behaviour of functions with a trigonometric kernel can be expressed as (see Appendix C) shown below:
where α and β are constants (> 0) satisfying the relation α/X = β/Y. The contrasting behaviours of functions with the exponential and trigonometric kernels 1 A function f (x) is said to be flat at x 0 if it is infinitely differentiable at x 0 and all its derivatives at this point vanish. This implies that a formal Taylor expansion of f (x) at x = x 0 does not exist. Geometrically, this means that the line y = x 0 has a contact of infinite order with the curve of the function at the point x 0 [20, p. 462] . The Arrhenius relation k = A exp(−E/RT) is an example of a flat function [21] . bear a close analogy to two well-known models of the specific heat of solids. 2 
Figure 1: Molecular structures of the oligomers mentioned in the text
To find out which, if either, of the large-N behaviours mentioned above conforms with experimental observations, one needs a data set that is sufficiently dense and precise. Fortunately, a trove of spectroscopic data satisfying these stringent requirements has been made available by Izumi and coauthors [23] , who synthesized a series of oligothiophenes (N = for their (structured) fluorescence emission spectra; since the precision of their absorption measurements is stated to be 0.2 nm for absorption and 0.4 nm for emission spectra, I have chosen their absorption data for further inspection. Plots resulting from some two-parameter fits are displayed in Figure 2 ; in order to be able to focus attention on the large-N behaviour, the data for the shorter molecules (N = 2, 4, 6) have not been included in these plots, but Table 1 displays the energies of all oligomers. On the whole (that is to say, when the entire set is considered), excellent fits ensue from X2pU/H, T2pU/H and WeKu, but T2pU and T2pH stand out in particular (and are indistinguishable on the scale of the plot). The reason for the inferior performance of flat functions is easy to understand if one divides the oligomers into two subsets, one for which N ≤ 24 and another for which N ≥ 36, and notes that δ N is positive (negative) for one set and negative (positive) for the other. Curves generated by flat functions (or exponential kernels), where saturation sets in abruptly (between N = 24 and N = 36), minimize the sum of squared residuals (∆ = ∑ N δ 2 N ) by changing the sign of δ N ≡ λ N − λ N in this region, which produces systematic deviations on either side of the divide. , respectively) for cycolpentathiophene oligomers synthesized by Izumi and coworkers [23] .
Similar behaviour, but less pronounced than that discussed above in relation to Figures 2 and 3, can be discerned if one plots the data published by M&Co [12, 15, 16] . The structure of their oligophenylenevinylenes is shown in Figure 1, and N = 1, 2 , . . . 8, 11, 15 ; following the nomenclature of M&Co, these molecules will be labeled 1a-1j. [12] and [16] , where the abscissa is taken as 1/N * and energy is measured in eV; N * = N + 1 is the number of benzene units. M&Co also synthesized polyphenylenevinylenes with different end groups (the so-called red polymers 1p, 1p', and 1p", with λ max = 482, 477, and 485 nm, respectively). They attributed the smaller value (λ max = 477 nm) for 1p' to the presence of shorter segments, the longer value (λ max = 485 nm) for 1p" to the induction of a push-pull character by the imino endgroup, and plotted the point for 1p in their figure as a confirmation of their estimate λ ∞ = 481 nm. Since M&Co tested only two fitting functions, and found one, the linear fit, to be patently inappropriate, their conclusion (that, of the three possible candidates for a surrogate infinite-mer, only 1p fitted the bill) is not altogether inevitable. There remains the possibility that both 1p and 1p' were adulterated with shorter chains, and that 1p" might well be a good substitute for a really long (N ≈ 30) oligophenylenevinylene. If we discard the ambiguous results pertaining to the polymers, the oligomer data are consistently closer to WeKU and T2pU than to X2pU. At least two more oligomers (with N > 15) and spectral measurements with four significant digits are needed for a satisfactory resolution of the issue. For a second series that is just long enough (2 ≤ N ≤ 50) to discriminate between flat functions and those which are not flat, I turn to some quantum chemical (QC) calculations, reported to be within about 0.2 eV of the experimental value, of band gaps of oligothiophenes [18] . For the present purpose, it is not so much the accuracy of the computed energies as their dependence on N that is of cardinal concern, and I will use the symbol E N for the QC energies reported by Zade and Bendikov [18] , because these data will serve as the benchmark for testing various fitting equations; the values of E N were reported, in accordance with standard practice in the field, to only two decimal places. Zade and Bendikov [18] made the interesting observation that, for the longer oligomers (N ≥ 10), their values of E N could be very well represented (R 2 = 0.9996) by a second degree polynomial in Z (E N = a 0 + a 1 Z + a 2 Z 2 ), and they deduced, by identifying a 0 with E ∞ , the result E ∞ = 2.03 eV. When E N was calculated (by the present author) by fitting the four threeparameter equations to the QC results (E N ) for the longer thiophenes (10 ≤ N ≤ 50), the values listed in the last three columns of Table 2 were obtained; since T3pH and T3pU gave identical results, reproducing E N , and the outputs of X3pU/H never differ by more than 0.001 eV from E N , the last character (H or U) in the label will be dropped temporarily. That E ∞ (X3p) turns out to be 2.07, i.e. larger than E 50 , constitutes, together with the plot in Fig. 5 , a cogent argument for claiming that X3p fails to furnish a faithful approximation to E N at large values of N (N → ∞). How rapidly a good fit deteriorates as one moves away from either end of the segment over which the function was fitted is a question of considerable importance. Each fit of Table 2 was therefore extended to shorter oligomers, and the results, displayed in Table 3 , show that even though T3p (and X3p) predict values of E N that accord exactly (and almost exactly) with E N (N ≥ 10), they do not enjoy the same success when the fits are extrapolated to shorter oligomers. Clearly, the reliability of an extrapolated result depends not on how far, in terms of N, the target of extrapolation is from the upper or lower end of the segment used for optimization, but on how far it is on the energy scale. The difference E 2 − E 10 > 2 eV, whereas E 10 − E ∞ cannot be larger than 0.3 eV (assuming that E ∞ ≥ 2.03 eV).
The situation of the greatest practical interest is that when one wishes to find λ N after one has acquired spectral data for short and moderately long oligomers. Zade and Bendikov [18] , who used the symbol n instead of N, found that the energies of the shorter thiophenes (up to N ≈ 12) followed closely a linear dependence on Z, but they immediately added a caution that can hardly be overstressed: "However, the linear prediction is not particularly accurate, yielding band gaps of 1.81 eV for polythiophene". They went on to draw a conclusion that requires a closer examination: "Using short oligomers (up to n = 10, as used in most previous studies) is insufficient for prediction of the band gaps of conducting polymers". When a long data string is available, one can always use an initial segment of the string for fitting purposes, and the remainder for checking how well a given fitting equation accounts for the (longer) oligomers not included in the fitting; the results of this enquiry, which took into reckoning oligothiophenes with N ≤ 9, appear in Table 4 . One sees that all four functions perform almost equally well, the difference |δ N | ≡ |λ N − λ N | never exceeding 0.01 eV, not only for the range of N over which the fit was carried out but also for N = 10. It will be assumed hereafter that E ∞ = 2.04 ± 0.01eV. Saturation sets in too early (and at a value about 0.15 eV larger than E ∞ ) in X3pU, a little later in X3pH, and at a value rather close to E ∞ . The outputs of two-parameter fits are not shown here, but the interested reader can verify that the result of each two-parameter fit, though influenced a little by the choice of s, does not differ greatly from the output of its three-parameter parent. It goes without saying that if the final result of a two-parameter fit had turned out to depend sensitively on the choice of s, such sensitivity would have undermined the very idea of reducing the number of parameters from three to two.
Before considering a second example of us-ing the data for an initial segment as a basis for predicting λ ∞ , it is important the stress that the precision of the data at hand sets a limit on the possibility to distinguish between rival formulas. The truth of this remark may be seen by examining Table 5 , which shows the results obtained by applying T2pU, T2pH and WeKu to the full data set for the band gaps of oligothiophenes; X2pU and X2pH were not included in this comparison because functions with the exponential kernel always give a poorer performance when they are applied to long data sets (where saturation is clearly in evidence). As it is not possible to discriminate, on the basis of the QC data alone, between WeKu and T2pU/H, it would be interesting to repeat the calculations if more precise QC data become available in the future; pending the availability of such calculations, the only recourse is to squeeze some more information from data that have already been analyzed. One option available at present is to return to Table 1 , which has a preponderance of long oligomers, and to use interpolation for producing data for shorter, "virtual" oligomers. One set that satisfied the requirement that λ N must coincide with the original data (for N = 2, 4, 6, 12, 18) was produced by fitting a seconddegree polynomial (in N) to the spectral data for N = 2, 4, 6 and a second-degree polynomial in 1/N to data for N = 6, 12, 18, is shown in Table 6 . A different procedure for interpolation is not expected to yield data differing by more than the uncertainty in the original data. Table 7 shows the results found by analyzing λ
[max] N of Izumi and coworkers, and two segments (N = 2-10 and N = 2-12) from the data for "virtual" oligocyclopentathiophenes.
The data in the last four columns will be discussed first. If one declares the best fit to be that with the smallest value of ∆, one must conclude that X3pU and X2pU outperform all the other fits. However, one should recall that, according to Table 1 , λ ∞ must be very close to 528 nm, and, since the very purpose of making a fit is to deduce the value of λ ∞ from a data set that does not contain sufficiently long oligomers, one must conclude that X3pU and X2pU are, in fact particularly poor fits, because they predict a value for λ ∞ that is close to 514 nm. Indeed, just how inadequate the flat functions are becomes obvious, as has already been stated, when one examines the fits to the full data set of "real" oligomers (columns 2 and 3 in Table 7 ), and notices that all four fits with exponential kernels have much larger values of ∆. Table 7 : Predicted values of λ ∞ (in nm) and ∆ for oligocyclopentathiophenes (see Figure 1) of Izumi et al. [23] all N =2-10 N =2-12 Table 7 shows that, in dealing with the data for "virtual" oligomers, T2pU and T2pH provide a closer fit than WeKu (as judged by the values of ∆), and make a better prediction for λ ∞ .
Concluding remarks
It has been argued above that minimization of ∆ (the sum of squared errors) should not be seen as the be all and end all when one is fitting a function to the spectral data (λ N or E N ) of a homologous series of conjugated molecules, especially if one's aim is to extrapolate the data to the corresponding infinite-mer, and that the shape of the fitting function should also be taken into account. Many new fitting functions have also been presented and shown to provide better fits than can be obtained by the formulas which have been used so far.
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Appendices A-G
Exponential kernel (eq 2)
Comments on special cases:
1. X3pU is a new equation.
2. X2pU (with s = 1) was proposed earlier by M&Co [11, 12, 15, 16] .
3. X3pH (with s = 0) should be credited to Hirayama [6] .
X2pH is a new equation.
Trigonometric kernel (eq 3)
Comment: T3pU, T2pU, T3pH and T2pH are all new.
The four equations with the exponential kernel (X3pU, X3pH, X2pU, X2pH) will be called X-equations; likewise, the four equations with the trigonometric kernel (T3pU, T3pH, T2pU, T2pH) will be called T-equations.
Appendix B: One-parameter versions of DavY, H&H and WeKu

DavY and Weku
The two-parameter formula (previously numbered as eq 14)
or its twin
in which E N = 1/λ N and F = 1/W, is rather special because of the occurrence of E 1 (or λ 1 ) on the right-hand side. The equations proposed by Davydov and WK follow upon setting q = 1 and q = 1 2 , respectively.
1. If the series happens to start with N = 1, one can replace λ 1 with λ 1 (or E 1 with E 1 ) and adjust the value of the remaining parameter, namely A, to minimize ∆.
2. When N = 1 is not a part of the series, W (or its inverse F) must be treated as an adjustable parameter, but A can be replaced by A s , defined by the relation
H&H
For this equation, only the second option is available. In terms of the angle
the parameter P in eq 15 can be replaced by P s , which is defined below:
Appendix D shows the results obtained by using the reduced versions of WeKu and H&H, which have been named WK1 and HH1, respectively. So far the symbols A and a have been used for all formulas using trigonometric kernels, but it would be safer to abandon this practice now. Accordingly, I will spell out each general formula again when its small-Z expansion is given again. We begin by considering two cases of eq 3.
Case 1 (q = 1) :
Case 2 (q =
The expressions for the other three functions and their limiting forms are given below:
Huzinaga and Hasino (H&H):
Appendix D: α-oligothiophenes
Seixas de Melo and coauthors (SdM&Co), who extended HK's model, applied eq 17 to spectral data for a series of seven α-oligothiophenes (αN, N = 1, 2, . . . 7) ; they adjusted all three parameters (Y, U and l), plotted the fits obtained for the energies of the S 1 and T 1 states, and noted with satisfaction that the "adjustments made gave perfect fits" [10] . Table 8 , can hardly fail to be impressed by the quality of the fit, but a second-degree _ polynomial (column 4) and six of the eight other columns show even closer fits; the two functions whose performance is marginally inferior to that of PN3p (but not to that of FEMO) are X3pH (or Hirayma's function) and its two-parameter variant X2pH. The results of a few other fits are also shown in Table 9 . One entry in each constrained fit has been highlighted to indicate the value of s for which the constraint E s = E s has been imposed (see Appenix B). In addition to applying HaKu to their energy levels (S 1 ← S 0 and T n ← T 1 ), SdM&Co made an EeZy plot and noted that a linear fit led to E ∞ = 17290 cm −1 for the limiting energy of the S 10 ← S 00 transition at 293 K, but the R 2 value for this fit is only 0.9918; a much better fit, with R 2 = 0.9997, is obtained when PN3p (eq 21) is used, and the result, E ∞ = (15367 ± 200) cm −1 (column 4 in Table 9 ), is rather close to the FEMO prediction, and in serious disagreement with the value predicted by the linear fit (which has a standard error of 440 cm −1 ).
SdM&Co compared the literature values for polythiophene, E
[00]
N=? = 2.0-2.1 eV, with their FEMO result (which corresponds to E
[00] ∞ = 1.88 eV in dioxane), and concluded that the discrepancy "signifies that the effective conjugation length of oligomers of medium size represents the polythiophene". If we suppose the new three-parameter fits to be the most reliable (among the values listed in Tables 8 and 9 ), and assign them equal weights, we are led to conclude that E ∞ = 18100 ± 300 cm −1 ≈ 2.25 eV, which is in fair agreement with the results reported by Gierschner and coauthors [13] , who fitted WeKu to their data and found E
[00] ∞ = 2.23 eV (hexane) and 2.19 eV (CH 2 Cl 2 ).
As regards the contents of Ref. [10] , it will not be amiss to point out that application of FEMO and the linear fit to the energy levels of αN is only one, and a comparatively minor, aspect of a scrupulously executed investigation with a wider ambit, and the foregoing comments on the inadequacies of the two fits in no way vitiate the other conclusions drawn by the authors.
Appendix E: A closer look at FEMO
It has been stated in § 3.1 that eq 17, reproduced below
reduces, at large values of N, to a second-degree polynomial in Z = 1/N, namely
but the reader may not immediately appreciate just how large N must be for the right-hand sides of eq 17 and eq 19 to be regarded as practically identical. The most effective way to put flesh on these mathematical bones is to take data for a long series, divide it into two or more segments (which may or may not overlap), and seek a fit between eq 17 and each segment. Let us return to a data set that has already been examined (Tables 2 and 3) , namely the QC calculations of a 17-membered series of oligothiophenes (p = 4 here); the reported energies (E N ) are shown in column 3 of Table 10 . Column 4 in this table gives the values of E N (for the entire series) found by applying a HaKu fit that used only the first seven members of the series (N = k + 1 = 2-8); the optimized values of the adjustable parameters (Y, U and l) in column 4 were inserted into eq 38 to obtain the numbers which are displayed in column 5. One does not expect the prediction of HaKu to be close to E N for values of N significantly larger than 8, and one sees, indeed, that the discrepancy between E N and E N becomes progressively larger as one moves closer to the end of the series. However, the main purpose of the extension is to permit a comparison between the outputs of eq 17 and eq 38 for the entire series. The same comments apply to the remaining columns in the table, apart from the fact the fit in column 6 was restricted to the last seven oligomers, and that all oligomers were included in the fit shown in column 8; for the reader's convenience, the energies included in each fit have been enclosed within boxes, and the range has been explicitly stated in the third row under the column labeled HaKu.
The values of E N in columns 4 and 5 of Table 10 are in near-perfect agreement, and one can expect similar concordance whenever U is appreciably larger than unity and 2l, so that the factors U − 1 and U − 2l in the coefficients of Z and Z 2 , respectively, are both positive. In sharp contrast to column 4 is the HaKu fit in the sixth column, where l is negative and almost twice as large in magnitude as U. The quality of the fit, far from perfect but passable over the segment for which the parameters were optimized, deteriorates when it is extended to shorter oligomers, and predicts an absurd value for N = 2, because the denominator of the third term on the right-hand side of eq 17, (N π + l) 2 , becomes very small. In the light of the foregoing comments, it is easy to understand not only why, in the HaKu fit covering all oligomers (column 8), l comes out to be close to zero, but also that, though its inclusion serves to improve a particular fit, the parameter l does not have a constant value for a homologous series. The reader can verify that if a HaKu fit is applied successively to a sequence of segments with k = 1-7, 2-8, . . ., the data shown in Table 11 are obtained. Since the segment with k = 8-14 does not fit the overall pattern, it will be regarded as a statistical anomaly (an outlier), and ignored; in all the other segments, the three adjustable parameters undergo systematic changes, as the segment moves down the data stream. Since E N decreases monotonically with k, the gradual increase in Y is to be expected and requires no comment, but the larger (and concomitant) decrease in U and l is rather disconcerting, and incompatible with the tenets of HK's model. It seems important to recall at this point, in fairness to HK, that he himself pinpointed the Achilles heel of his model by remarking that the parameter U in eq 16, though treated as independent of N, decreases with increasing N [4] ; the introduction of a third parameter l that takes negative values when N becomes large, serves to compensate for the decline in U, but this remedy is insufficient to make FEMO a serious rival to the alternatives that have been presented above.
The correspondence between FEMO and Hückel theory, and the rationale behind placing the ends of the box at one carbon atom beyond either end, have been frequently discussed in the past; I have pointed out elsewhere [24] that there is a tendency among authors to assume (incorrectly), when they compare a Hückel MO with its FEMO counterpart, that both vanish at the end of the box.
Appendix F: p-Polyphenyls
The structure of the p-polyphenyls is shown in Figure 6 . When Davydov [2] , Dewar [5] and Hirayama [6] applied their equations to the first five members of the series (with N = 2-6), all of which have structureless absorption spectra, they made use of the λ and Hey [25] . Though Platt [26] had proposed in 1951 that the broad band of biphenyl consists of three overlapping transition (a weak, short-axis polarized transition similar to the 1 L b ← 1 A in benzene and two stronger transitions, polarized along the long axis, similar to the 1 L a ← 1 A and 1 B b ← 1 A), further arguments in support of the suggestion were provided much later by Berlman and his collaborators [27, 28] , who also showed that para-substitution by a phenyl ring causes a cross over of energly levels, making the 1 L a ← 1 A the lowest-energy transition for terphenyl and higher homologues. N (in cm −1 ) reported by Nijegorodov and coworkers [29] were converted to eV, and used for optimizing the parameters of various fits; the results are displayed in Table 12 , which is divided horizontally into two parts, the upper one of which includes and the lower excludes biphenyl, the spectroscopically exceptional member of the series; as in other tables in the appendices, one entry in each constrained two-parameter fit has been highlighted to indicate the value of s selected for imposing the constraint.
Graphical summaries of some of the results in the upper and lower parts of Table 12 are shown in Figure 7 (panels a and b, respectively) . As all the relevant data have been listed in Table 12 , the table does not need a detailed verbal clarification. However, a few general comments on the differences between the outputs of the four concrete forms of eqs 2 and 3 (X-equations and T-equations) appear to be in order. Though the X-equations and T-equations predict values of E N that are rather close in the upper half and closer still in the lower, their predictions for E ∞ are not so close. One sees also that the exclusion of biphenyl leads to a noticeable improvement in the quality of each fit, but the improvement does not bring the predictions (by X-equations and T-equations) of E ∞ into a significantly closer agreement.
One dramatic, though not necessarily significant, consequence of excluding biphenyl from the reckoning is that the results for E ∞ fall into two distinct groups, with the X-equations indicating a value close to 3.4 eV, and all the others (T-equations as well as DavY and WeKu) converging around 3.3 eV. 
Appendix G: List of frequently used abbreviations and symbols related to the length of an oligomer
